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Angkor (Khmer: áž¢áž„áŸ’áž‚ážš, "Capital City") was the capital city of the Khmer Empire, which also
recognized as Yasodharapura (Khmer: áž™ážŸáŸ„áž’ážšáž”áž»ážšáŸˆ ;Sanskrit:
à¤¯à¤¶à¥‹à¤§à¤°à¤ªà¥•à¤°) and flourished from approximately the 9th to 15th centuries.Angkor was a
megacity supporting at least 0.1% of the global population during 1010â€“1220.
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The Angkor Wat Women A New Study Offers Historical Insight on the Templeâ€™s Female Imagery. By
Michelle Vachon â€“ The Cambodia Daily Click here for PDF Version (1.6 meg)
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Zhou Daguan (Wadeâ€“Giles: Chou Ta-kuan; French: Tcheou Ta-Kouan; c. 1270â€“?) was a Chinese
diplomat under the TemÃ¼r Khan, Emperor Chengzong of Yuan.He is most well known for his accounts of
the customs of Cambodia and the Angkor temple complexes during his visit there. He arrived at Angkor in
August 1296, and remained at the court of King Indravarman III until July 1297.
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Title: Learn paraphrase writing with relative clauses and appositives. Author: Rob Whyte Subject: Learn
English essay writing and grammar rules with worksheets about paraphrase writing using relative clauses
and appositives from eslwriting.org.
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A woman has her blood sugar checked at a diabetes clinic in Phnom Penh.
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2Bangkok readers will enjoy Steve Van Beekâ€™s new book News from the 90s.It is a collection of Thai
newspaper articles from The Bangkok Times from 1890-1899.. From the book jacket: â€œOf the many items
comprising Bangkok Then and Now, the news stories from the â€œBangkok Timesâ€• newspaper have
proven to be the most popular.Here, weâ€™ve gleaned the best stories from the 1890-1899 editions.
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LABYRINTHINA: The Official Blog of Kathy Doore. Journey to Peru! Mysterious Places can be found around
the Earth, an ancient doorway carved into a sheer rock wall in Peruâ€™s Puerta de Hayu Marka is said to be
a portal to other worlds. Markawasiâ€™s plateau is filled with strange rock formations remnant of an ancient
advanced civilization.
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Food and Drink Quizzes - A huge collection of complete pub quiz rounds on food and drink from our bank of
complete pub quizzes for Quiz Masters
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National Geographic stories take you on a journey thatâ€™s always enlightening, often surprising, and
unfailingly fascinating.
National Geographic Magazine
Find facts, photos, information and history, travel videos, flags, and maps of countries and cities of the world
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from National Geographic.
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Heart-shaped table, 9-ton door, and Sundial shown at l2:40 pm. Energy sensitive people will often report
headaches while standing inside the archway of the nine-ton swinging gate, thought to be erected over a
vortex.
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